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Abstract Single-shot carrier envelope phase (CEP)
measurement is a challenge in the research field of ultrafast
optics. We theoretically investigate how an intense
terahertz pulse modulates second harmonic emission
(SH) from a gas plasma induced by a few-cycle laser
pulse (FCL). Results show that the modulation quantity of
SH intensity has a cosinoidal dependence on the CEP of
FCL pulses, based on which we propose a low energy, all-
optical method for single-shot CEP measurements via
using a known intense terahertz pulse. Moreover, we
propose an experimental realization.

Keywords ultrafast measurements, far-infrared or tera-
hertz, ultrafast nonlinear optics, harmonic generation and
mixing

1 Introduction

Terahertz (THz) air photonics is one of the most active
research areas in THz science during the past two decades,
including of generation and detection of ultra-broadband
intense THz waves by using laser-induced gas-plasma [1–
17]. Recent advances of laser technology have made it
possible to generate high-power laser pulses with the
duration approaching a single optical cycle, i.e., few-cycle
laser (FCL) pulses [18–20]. Thus the emergence of such
ultra-short pulse, to our knowledge, leads to the generation
of THz waves whose peak electric field strengths exceed a
few of MV/cm [16]. Meanwhile, the bandwidth of detected
THz pulses reaches from 0.1 to 200 THz via measuring the
second harmonic (SH) radiation from the gas-plasma [13].
In 2013, Liu et al. propose an approach for THz coherent
detection via using FCL pulse with very low laser energies

[15]. Specifically, the SH intensity emitted from the gas
plasma can well replicate THz waveform if the laser pulse
has a fixed carrier envelope phase (CEP). Here an inverse
question emerges: if the detailed information of THz
waveform is given, can this fixed CEP of FCL pulse be
identified?
In the research field of ultrafast optics, improving the

ability to effectively measure and stabilize the CEP of FCL
pulse is a key subject [21–24]. Current widely used method
is the in-loop f-to-2f interferometer [21]. Alternatively,
quantum interference in photocurrents and linear optical
interferometry are also invented to derive the CEP’s
evolution [22,23]. However, the CEP measured by these
systems is not a real value but its relative change. In
addition, all of these methods are not single-shot
measurements. In other words, a large number of laser
shots are needed to obtain a single measurement value of
the CEP. In 2009, Wittmann et al. performed a single-shot
CEP measurement called stereo ATI. By detecting
photoelectrons in opposing directions parallel to the
polarization of the FCL and comparing their left–right
asymmetries at different energies, they can retrieve the real
value of CEP without any phase ambiguity [24].
Enlightened by the thought in this work, we propose an
all-optical approach for single-shot CEP measurements
based on THz air photonics, i.e., retrieving the real values
of CEP of consecutive non-phase-stabilized pulses. An
experimental realization about our approach will be also
proposed.

2 Simulation results and discussion

First, we need introduce three kinds of symmetries
between the FCL pulses with different CEP. The electric
field of a linearly polarized FCL reads Eω0

ðtÞ ¼
E0ðtÞcosðω0t þ fCEPÞ, where ω0 is the angular frequency
of carrier wave, E0ðtÞ is supposed to be a Gaussian
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envelope function, and fCEP is CEP. Figures 1(a) – 1(e)
plot the electric field of FCL pulses with different CEP.
Pulses with fCEP ¼ 0 and π have maximum electric field
strength at t ¼ 0 and are asymmetric along the positive and
negative directions, respectively, while pulses with fCEP ¼
�π=2 have two smaller field peaks with opposite sign and
retain the field orientation symmetry, as shown in Figs. 1(a)
and 1(b). For fCEP ¼ π=4 and – π=4 (see Fig. 1(c)), the
electric field Eω0

ðtÞ ¼ Eω0
ð – tÞ, implying a time reversal

symmetry (TRS). Figure 1(d) gives the polarity reversal
symmetry (PRS), i.e., such illustrated two pulses have the
same electric field strength distribution but opposite sign.
Center symmetry (CS), seeing Fig. 1(e), can be interpreted
as a symmetry after a successive time and polarity reversal,
i.e., CS = TRS+ PRS. Previous research shows that two
pulses with one of these three symmetries will usually
yield the same electron and harmonic emission, making it
difficult to determine the values of CEP [18–20].
Using well-developed photocurrent (PC) model [5,7],

we numerically investigate how the FCLs with different
CEP influence the SH intensity, see Fig. 2. The simulation
parameters can be found in Ref. [15]. Comparing two
curves in Fig. 2(a), one can clearly see that THz field
effectively modulate the SH intensity. When a strong THz
pulse is simultaneously incident on the plasma with a fixed
time interval with respect to the FCL pulse, the dependence
of SH emission intensity on CEP will be changed (see the
blue curve in Fig. 2(a)). Note that this strong THz field can
be regarded as static field with a particular polarity since
the THz wave pulse width is much longer than that of the
FCL pulses. To further manifest the modulation of THz
field, we introduce a quantity ΔI2ω0

¼ Iω0þT
2ω0

– Iω0
2ω0

, and

plot it versus CEP in Fig. 2(b). When the absolute values of
CEP are smaller than π=2, THz waves enhance the SH
intensity. For jfCEPj>π=2, ΔI2ω0

is decreased. Fitting
calculation shows that ΔI2ω0

has a cosinoidal dependence
on the CEP, implying that the absolute value (not the real
value) of CEP can be retrieved if ΔI2ω0

is measured.
To distinguish the contributions from the positive or

negative electric field of a FCL pulse, a polarized
ionization rate rðtÞ is defined, i.e., rðtÞ ¼ dNe=dt � Eω0

=
jEω0

j, Ne is the electron density that can be calculated by
static tunneling (ST) model [7]. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show
the time dependence of rðtÞwith and without a positive 1
MV/cm THz field ET applied on the gas target for
fCEP ¼ 0, π and �π=2, respectively. For FCL pulses with
fCEP ¼ 0, as shown in the insets of Fig. 3(a), the positive
polarized electric field contributes more to gas ionization
processes than the negative field, while fCEP ¼ π is on the
contrary. So the total increment of SH intensities has a
positive extremum for fCEP ¼ 0 and negative extremum
for fCEP ¼ π (see Fig. 2(b)), showing that the THz field
breaks PRS of FCL pulses. As a result, fCEP ¼ 0 and fCEP
¼ π can be retrieved. However, for FCL pulses with
fCEP ¼ �π=2, i.e., TRS pulses, rðtÞ has same incremental
quantity but with opposite sign for positive and negative
field of FCL due to the presence of THz fields, as shown in
Fig. 3(b). So the TRS of FCL is not broken since they have
the same asymmetry and equal THz increment, leading to
that fCEP ¼ �π=2 cannot be resolved (see Fig. 2(b)). Since
CS is a successive action of PRS and TRS, the real values
of CEP with CS cannot be also retrieved.
Actually, the situation similar to our results, i.e., two

pulses with TRS cannot be resolved, is also appeared in

Fig. 1 (a) and (b) Time variation of the electric field of the FCL pulses with fCEP ¼ 0, π, � π=2, respectively; (c) –(e) illustrations of
the symmetries between FCL pulses with different CEP
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Ref. [24]. To solve this problem, another FCL pulse with a
fixed phase shift fS to the former one is introduced.
Referring to this idea, we also introduce another FCL pulse
which has shift fS with respect to that of Eω0

ðtÞ, i.e.,
E#ω0

ðtÞ ¼ E0ðtÞcosðω0t þ fCEP þ fsÞ. To elucidate how to
break the TRS, a value of fS ¼ π=4 is chosen to be an
example to distinguish pulses with fCEP¼ þπ=2 and
– π=2. Note that the CEP of E#ω0

ðtÞ corresponding to
former Eω0

ðtÞwith þπ=2 ( – π=2) is changed to be þ 3π=4
( – π=4) now. It is cleared that the former symmetric rðtÞ
with fCEP ¼ �π=2 become negative and positive asym-
metric, respectively, as illustrated by the arrows in Fig. 4
(a). Further calculation shows that ΔIT2ω0

is not symmetric

about the axis fCEP ¼ 0, showing that one value of ΔIT2ω0

correspond to two CEP with different absolute values
(green line in Fig. 4(b)), instead of former same absolute
values (black line in Fig. 4(b)). Therefore, the three
asymmetries have been broken, enabling a determination
of CEP in the full 2π range without ambiguity.

3 A proposed experimental realization

Here we propose an experimental realization, illustrated in
Fig. 5(a), to elucidate our approach to measure the real
values of CEP. Four detectors (D1 –D4, e.g., photomul-
tiplier tube) are used to measure intensities of SH signals
emitted from four gas plasma. Narrow band filter (BNF) is
used to block residual FCL and THz waves. Note that four
FCLs can be obtained from one laser pulses via using beam
splitters. Two fully known intense THz waves are
impinged on two gas plasma to modulate the SH signals.
The FCLs in C1 and C2 correspond to Eω0

ðtÞ and E#ω0
ðtÞ,

respectively. The shift fS between Eω0
ðtÞ and E#ω0

ðtÞ can
be controlled by using a pair of glass wedges [25,26]. To
ensure the identical spatial distributions of four plasmas,
the lens in front of plasmas must be placed precisely by
observing plasmas through CCD camera or micro-
bolometer camera.
We assume that the FCL pulses are generated from a

Fig. 2 (a) Dependence of the SH emission intensity on the CEP with and without intense THz pulse irradiation; (b) ΔI2ω0
versus CEP

Fig. 3 Time dependence of polarized ionization rates rðtÞ for the gas plasma induced by FCL pulses without and with a THz field of 1
MV/cm (denoted by T) for (a) fCEP ¼ 0, π and (b) �π=2
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non-phase-stabilized FCL. As also performed in Ref. [24],
we can map the CEP of consecutive laser shots on a
parametric plot in which the axes are ΔI2ω0

and ΔIí2ω0
,

respectively. In this representation, the CEP of each shot
can be mapped to one point on the plot. Let’s take fS ¼
π=4 again as an example, calculation results show that a
large number of shots will form an oblique elliptic curve,
as depicted in Fig. 5(b). Since the horizontal axis is the
parameter derived from Cl, i.e., ΔI2ω0

, the rightmost point
represents fCEP ¼ 0. The leftmost point corresponds to
fCEP ¼ π. Considering that ΔIí2ω0

is obtained from C2
corresponding to fS ¼ π=4 shift, the points fCEP ¼ �π=2,

�π=4 and �3π=4 are easily identified by referring to the
black curve in Fig. 4(b). Other CEP points fall among these
special points. For a single shot pulse, once the two signals
from the two channels are obtained, i.e., ΔI2ω0

and ΔIí2ω0
,

the absolute value of CEP can be calculated according to
the cosine relation, jfCEPj ¼ arccos½ΔI1=ΔI1ðfCEP ¼ 0Þ�
according to Fig. 2(b). If 0£jfCEPj < π=2 and ΔIí2ω0

<

ΔIí2ω0
ðfCEP ¼ 0Þ, as shown in Fig. 5(b), we can derive

fCEP ¼ jfCEPj, else fCEP ¼ – jfCEPj. Similarly, the sign of
CEP for π=2 < jfCEPj£π can be recognized by comparing
ΔIí2ω0

and –ΔIí2ω0
ðfCEP ¼ 0Þ. In this way, the CEP of a

single shot can be retrieved without ambiguity. Figure 5(c)

Fig. 4 (a) Time dependence of rðtÞ for fCEP ¼ �π=2 (brown and purple line) and those with a fixed phase shift fS ¼ π=4 (red and blue
line); (b) THz field-induced SH increment ΔIT2ω0

versus the CEP for fS¼ 0 (black line) and π=4 (green line)

Fig. 5 (a) Experimental realization for our proposed single-shot CEP measurement method; (b) and (c) distributions of a large number of
shots from a non-phase-stabilized laser depicted on a two-dimensional parametric plot with THz field-induced increment signals from
channel 1 (C1) and channel 2 (C2) for the horizontal and vertical axes, respectively
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shows parametric plots for other values of fS . Since a
circular curve is more convenient for the determination of
the CEP, we suggest that fS should be set around π=2.

4 Conclusion

In conclusion, a method for single-shot CEP measurements
is proposed. By detecting the intense THz pulse-induced
SH emission increment and adding a similar signal
channel, all symmetries between FCL pulses can be
broken. Thus the CEP of a single-shot FCL pulse can be
retrieved without ambiguity. Our proposed method is all-
optical and easily implemented at ambient conditions with
only a small fraction of the FCL energy. Although the key
physical processes associated with the proposed method
have been discussed, other problems such as nonlinear
diffraction and propagation phenomena still need to be
discussed further, which should use a higher dimensional
model. In addition, some technical issues such as signal-to-
noise ratio and detection precision and accuracy also need
to be addressed in the future.
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